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Why ‘Bretton Woods 3’ Won’t Work 

Nice narrative: but it’s just ‘mercantilism’ 

 

Summary 

 Sanctions on Russia are seen as accelerating a dramatic shift towards a new global 

commodity-focused ‘Bretton Woods 3’ architecture 

 However, this is actually a very old economic argument: mercantilism 

 History, logic, trade data, and economic geography all show the US can do well in that kind 

of realpolitik environment 

 By contrast, the opportunity to shift global trade flows away from USD to others is limited: 

fundamentally, neither CNY nor commodity currencies are set up to rival USD globally 

 The USD will therefore retain its global role despite the ‘Bretton Woods 3’ hype 

Many bad sequels 

The world is experiencing dramatic changes in its security, 

political, economic, and financial architecture. Indeed, 

alongside war in Ukraine we see headlines about ‘Cold War 

2’, ‘Bretton Woods 3’, and even World War 3. 

We will not comment on the risks of World War 3, as 

flagged by Russians such as Karaganov, given it is 

impossible to trade for.  

However, China and Russia are openly trying to build a new 

world order, which we argued would happen back in 2017: 

this report focuses on the viability of a global FX 

architecture remake to a so-called ‘Bretton Woods 3’ (BW3).  

We argue that:  

 BW3 has an appealing narrative, and we agree with a lot 

of its core arguments. However, it is not a new concept at 

all, but an old one – mercantilism. 

 That’s an environment that still suits the US and allies. 

 As such, we can look at history, logic, trade data, and 

geoeconomics to see that BW3 will not work as sold. 

 We may see some USD trade shift to CNY via offset or 

barter. However, the most this would cover is just 3.3% of 

global trade, vs. CNY’s current 2.6% share of global FX 

reserves. The more likely shift is just 1% of global trade.  

 With much of this being offset, the impact on $6.6trn 

daily global FX markets would be negligible. 

 Overall, the USD will retain its global role despite the 

BW3 claim of a new architecture ahead.  

The pitch 

Let’s first run through the key arguments made for B3W: 

(i) High inflation and supply-chain logjams mean Western 

central banks and economies can no longer rely on 

quantitative easing (QE) as a policy crutch: you cannot print 

commodities. More QE now just means more inflation and 

currency debasement. 

(ii) States instead need control of key commodities and 

supply chains, including maritime logistics, with military 

might required to secure them. 

(iii) Sanctions on Russia and possible secondary sanctions 

on others have “weaponised” the USD, euro (EUR), and yen 

(JPY). Fewer countries will want to hold such reserves if they 

can be frozen or appropriated, as happened with Russia 

and Afghanistan. These trends are accelerating a global 

shift to alternative FX, payment systems, and trading 

patterns. 

(iv) We will see a new commodity- and supply-chain based 

FX architecture replace the USD-centric system: Russia just 

called for BRICs countries to create exactly such a new FX 

system. 

(v) Commodity currencies and China’s renminbi (CNY) are 

seen as major winners in this new order. 
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A good narrative isn’t enough 

Markets like a good narrative. 

BW3 has one given: high inflation and commodity prices; 

central bank impotence; concerns over the imminent 

withdraw of US QE – and fears over what having to restart it 

would imply; and talk of geopolitical and geoeconomic 

realignments and fracturing.  

Moreover, BW3 does not require the audience to suspend 

much disbelief. Relative US political, economic, financial, 

and military muscle has declined in recent decades.  

Even US soft power is fading: and China’s movie box-office 

has been larger than the US since 2018, dominated by local 

films. The famous ‘Sunset Boulevard’ line from a fading 

movie star is, “I Am Big. It's the Pictures That Got Small.” The 

US is still big, but others are no longer as relatively small as 

they were. 

However, BW3 is not new. Indeed, it takes us almost full 

circle in time and FX structure (Figure1). 

Figure 1: The post-1945 FX wheel 

 
Source: RaboResearch 

In short: 

 The post-WW2 original Bretton Woods system had USD 

tied to gold in a divided Cold War world economy with 

stringent capital controls.  

 That lasted 26 years before collapsing due to the Triffin 

Paradox (which we shall return to later) and the shift to 

fiat USD in the 1970s.  

 Then we saw evolution to the recycling of so-called 

‘petrodollars’ as oil prices surged following the 1973 Yom 

Kippur War.  

 The end of the Cold War saw globalisation and higher 

USD capital flows into emerging markets… and the 

resulting Mexican (1995) and then Asian Crisis (1997-98) 

 That led to the de facto BW2 of USD FX reserve hoarding 

and recycling, as emerging markets opted to run large 

current account surpluses rather than deficits. 

 The 2000’s US-steered hyper-globalisation saw a boom in 

funding in the five-decade old Eurodollar, via both bank 

and shadow-bank channels.  

 The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) and subsequent slump in 

Western growth saw a long-run shift to a reliance on 

central bank QE to try to stabilise markets and 

economies. 

 That ‘new normal’ approach was brought to an end by 

populist discontent with the inequality it drives, and the 

fiscal response to Covid: yet Covid also showed 

reflationary fiscal policies are not possible without 

national control of commodities and supply chains. 

 War in Ukraine is pushing us into Cold War 2 - and non-

USD ‘reserve currencies’ backed by commodities.  

In short, BW3 is not forward, but backwards looking. We 

have seen many elements of it before. Yet past attempts at 

building BW3 frameworks created enormous problems! 

The post-war Bretton Woods timeframe left excludes it, but 

one could look to the fragmentation of the global 

monetary order and trading system in the 1930s, for one 

key --and worrying—parallel: however, that saw the end of 

the gold standard, not a move towards one. 

Indeed, we have long taken a historical and structural view 

of markets that leads us to agree on the BW3 view of the 

ineffectiveness of QE; the geopolitical importance of 

logistics; the necessity to control supply chains and trade to 

maintain currency power; and of the ongoing 

fragmentation of the global economy. We even linked this 

all to FX structures back in 2015. Furthermore, we agree we 

are heading not just to Cold War but to global Great Power 

struggles in which trade and currency will play key roles.  

Yet taking this kind of view, it becomes clear that BW3 will 

still work more in the USD’s favour than for any rival 

currency being touted.  

We will now look at the historical, logical, structural, trade-

data, and geoeconomic reasons to briefly summarise Why 

B3W Won’t Work (WBW3WW). 

1945 BW1: 

USD = gold

divided world

1971: 

Fiat USD

divided world

1973: 

'Petrodollar'

divided world

1997 BW2:

USD reserve 

one world

2000s 

Euro$ boom

one world

2008:

GFC and QE

one world

2022 BW3: 

FX = comm.

divided world
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WBW3WW 1: history 

The global economy has seen commodity currency 

foundations in the past. The most obvious was the gold 

standard on and off 1815-1971, and in its purest form from 

1815-1913. There are many key lessons we can draw from 

this period for BW3 proponents.  

The likes of Argentina saw more FX stability under it that is 

has since (Figure 2): and Argentina is still a commodity 

producer today that might be looking at BW3. 

Figure 2: Gold better for land of silver? 

 

Source: RaboResearch 

However, inflation was only well contained on average by 

regular deflation (Figure 3). It is unclear that a modern 

economy would want to see such start-stop price swings.  

Moreover, a commodity standard restricts excessive growth 

of credit by either the government or the banking sector. 

While a positive case for both can be made, would any 

economy want to embrace that hairshirt approach?  

On the government side, the current vogue is for more, not 

less state spending in the name of national security: and for 

more, not less social welfare to narrow income gaps. 

Without the latter, the gold standard did not stop the many 

attempted revolutions of 1848 or 1870 in Europe: rather it 

encouraged them. One could expect the same under BW3. 

Russia, which runs a conservative fiscal policy, might be 

prepared to embrace that approach. However, China 

cannot. On the private side, China has seen an explosion of 

debt since 2008: tying itself to an FX commodity standard 

would mean implosive deflation in Chinese asset prices if 

new lending was capped. Moreover, China’s total public 

sector debt, including local governments, is already that of 

a European state, and the IMF says its augmented fiscal 

deficit was a staggering -16.5% of GDP in 2021. 

Figure 4: Hardly a ‘golden’ backdrop 

 
Source: Macrobond 

Geopolitically, the gold standard was zero-sum. With a 

(mostly) fixed stock of gold, states either gained the metal 

through trade, which was also zero-sum, or war. Free trade 

was tried at British behest, but Europe quickly learned the 

secret of British success was actually mercantilism and 

imperialism. It followed suite, with a lag – and so did WW1 

(Figure 5). Indeed, ‘Debt: The First 5,000 Years’ (Graeber, 

2011) echoes Polanyi (1944) in arguing past historical 

periods of exogenous money, such as gold, saw more war 

compared to endogenous, fiat/debt-based periods of 

expansion.  

Figure 5: Do we need more protectionism?  

 

Source: Bairoch (1993), p. 40, table 3.3 

Of course, when debt-based expansions end similar 

problems can arise, as we see today: yet embracing a global 

commodity currency standard would guarantee that 

outcome from the outset. 
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WBW3WW 2: logic 

The four logical functions a global FX reserve currency must 

meet are: (i) store of value; (ii) method of accounting; (iii) 

means of exchange; and (iv) overcoming the Triffin Paradox. 

All of these still favour USD over any rivals. 

Store of value 

Commodity currencies are either pegged to the USD, in 

which commodities are priced, or are highly volatile (Figure 

6). Unless global commodities are now going to 

permanently lose that volatility, and volatility is actually 

increasing in many of them, then commodity currencies will 

not lose theirs either.  

No rival global currencies offer the trust of US markets. Yes, 

USD (EUR, JPY, etc.) are now “weaponised” for Afghanistan, 

Russia, Belarus, and anyone who supports the invasion of 

Ukraine. However, CNY is highly politicized, as is RUB, and 

Chinese markets have seen net capital outflows since the 

start of the Ukraine War. Do any potential BW3 currencies 

inspire broad global trust, or just in pockets? 

High US inflation hardly backs the USD. However, the Fed is 

flagging rate hikes of as much as 325bp this year and 

quantitative tightening (QT). That backdrop will support 

USD: and that is true if that level of rates can be sustained, 

or if it can’t, and the US (and world) economy falls into 

recession – taking commodity prices with it. Only if the US 

re-embraces QE despite high inflation would the USD’s 

store of value be undermined. 

We agree that military power ultimately underpins global 

reserve currencies. On that front, while overstretched, the 

US still holds primacy, and its allies in Europe, Australia, 

and Japan are rearming rapidly. By contrast, Russia’s 

martial prowess has been called into question in Ukraine, 

and China’s remains entirely untested, despite the 

incredible growth rate of its armed forces.  

Method of accounting 

No other global currencies offer the scale of US markets or its 

‘network effect’. Try to talk about trends in global GDP 

without using USD as the common denominator. In a 

reflexive logic, the more people who use a currency, the 

more the currency is used. 

This is particularly the case in terms of Eurodollars (offshore 

USD borrowing). The sheer scale --hence power-- of 

Eurodollar debt means setting up an alternative is a 

daunting task: even China had $2.7trn of FX debt as of the 

end of Q42021.  

Indeed, if one presumes USD will be pushed aside, one is 

logically arguing a lot of Eurodollar debt will default, as few 

will be able to earn enough USD to repay it. That would 

mean global market chaos. 

Means of exchange 

The USD is welcomed globally, and its high liquidity means 

low transaction costs. The same is not true for any other 

potential alternative currencies.  

Indeed, China lacks an open capital account, which 

means CNY is not free-moving or freely traded. This is an 

economic policy choice on China’s part which hugely limits 

CNY’s global attractiveness.  

Triffin Paradox 

The Triffin Paradox is that global demand for a reserve 

currency forces the country that owns it to run trade 

deficits. For fiat USD that also means offshoring industry 

(i.e., via foreign net exports to the US) and, as we now see, 

rising domestic inequality. There is growing pushback 

against this within the US, but no idea of how to maintain 

USD’s reserve status while doing so. 

Any BW3 currency trying to push USD aside would have 

to be willing to run large trade deficits too. However, if 

commodity prices are high, major commodity producers 

run trade surpluses, stopping the spread of their currency; 

and if commodity prices collapse, their currency does too, 

again limiting its global attractiveness.  

China also runs a large merchandise trade surplus (even if it 

also runs a huge commodities deficit) in order to support 

industrial employment, as well as to ensure the stability of 

CNY via the balance of payments. Combined with capital 

controls, this further limits any global reserve role that the 

currency could ever hope to play. 

How does one earn CNY? How do CNY get into the global 

system within BW3? 

Figure 6: Store of value? 

 

Source: Macrobond 
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WBW3WW 3: structure  

Fundamentally, BW3 does not work because of the 

structure of the global economy. The essential nature of 

commodities has been laid bare by the Ukraine War, but 

total global trade in them is still far smaller than other 

goods combined (Figure 7). That is a very low ceiling, or 

narrow base, to build a new world order on.  

Perhaps if all commodity exporters were united it might be 

possible – but they aren’t. 

Indeed, only a few major food exporters are pro-BW3 

(Table 1). One can take out the Western producers: 

Australia, Canada, the EU, New Zealand, and the US. 

Table 1: Major global food exporters 

Pro-West Floating Pro-BW3 

Australia, Belgium, 

Bulgaria, Canada, 

Denmark, Iceland, 

Ireland, Mexico, 

Netherlands, NZ, 

Norway, Poland, 

Spain, Ukraine, US, 

Vietnam 

Argentina, Brazil, 

Chile, Costa Rica, 

Ecuador, Guatemala, 

Hungary, India, 

Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Morocco, Paraguay, 

Peru, Thailand, 

Turkey, Uruguay 

Belarus, Myanmar, 

Russia, Serbia, South 

Africa 

Source: UNCTAD, RaboResearch 

In terms of energy, there are again major Western 

producers --Australia, Canada, and the US-- but the 

majority are located in the Middle East. The US is the 

traditional hegemon there too. True, this situation may be 

changing as the US tries to pivot to Asia and is dragged 

back to Europe by Russia – but it is a huge geopolitical gap 

for China to fill, even presuming the US doesn’t pivot back.  

Moreover, global oil markets need a base currency that is: 

liquid, which CNY is not; freely tradable, which CNY is not; 

and stable, which CNY only is because it does not meet the 

other two criteria, and because it is soft pegged to the USD!  

Even a move to oil priced in a basket of currencies is hugely 

complex to maintain across all OPEC partners, which is why 

it has not happened yet. Hence energy producers are seen 

as ‘floating’ at best but are hardly set to rush to switch the 

USD for CNY (Table 2). 

Table 2: Major global energy exporters 

Pro-West Floating Pro-BW3 

Australia, Canada, 

Mexico, Trinidad, US 

Algeria, Angola, 

Azerbaijan, Bahrain, 

Congo, Egypt, 

Gabon, Equatorial 

Guinea, Indonesia, 

Iraq, Kazakhstan, 

Kuwait, Libya, 

Malaysia, Nigeria, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 

UAE 

Iran, Russia, 

Turkmenistan 

Source: UNCTAD, RaboResearch 

In terms of mineral exporters, there are a large number of 

floating countries, and the same general cluster in the pro-

West and pro-BW3 camps. 

Table 3: Major global mineral exporters 

Pro-West  Floating  Pro-BW3 

Australia, Canada, 

Chile, Iceland, US 

Armenia, Botswana, 

Burkina Faso, Congo 

Dem. Rep., Eritrea, 

Guinea, Guyana, 

Kyrgyzstan, Mali, 

Mauritania, 

Namibia, Peru, 

Rwanda, Sierra 

Leone, Suriname, 

Tajikistan, Togo, 

Zambia 

Russia, South Africa 

Source: UNCTAD, RaboResearch 

The simple message is that BW3 has a significant tranche of 

global commodities behind it, but mainly because of 

Russia; the West has the same, but because of a broader 

range of resource-rich economies; and most of the world’s 

producers are looking on at the prospect of a global 

bifurcation with extreme discomfort. 

In short, BW3 does not yet have buy-in even from the 

majority of economies that are supposedly the primary 

beneficiaries of it. 

 

 

Figure 7: Low ceiling for a new world order? 

 
Source: UNCTAD 
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WBW3WW 4: more structure 

As just alluded to on oil, we have another issue: which 

currency will dominate BW3 trading? It’s one thing to 

say, “commodity currencies.” It’s another to explain how the 

BW3 would function if BRL, ARS, AUD, RUB, IRR, etc., were 

all commodity pricing currencies simultaneously. Who 

would clear this? At what exchange rate? In what system? 

Until that is resolved, the USD needs to remain the currency 

commodities are priced in, even if we see some offsetting 

BW3 transactions in local FX.  

Indeed, the proto-BW3 is attempting to keep the current 

global architecture while trying to cut some USD out of 

some trades, or to insert another currency where they were 

previously absent. To give three key examples: 

Saudi-China CNY oil sales: Saudi Arabia may export some 

oil to China and be paid in CNY for the first time. It 

exported $56bn of energy to it in 2019 – but that is a 

fraction of the $2.6 trillion traded global oil market. 

Because the Saudis’ own currency is pegged to USD, it 

would open itself up to FX volatility using CNY. As such, 

Saudi would price oil in USD and allow (some) payment in 

CNY; then the Saudis would sell the CNY back for USD.  

There are limits to what Saudi Arabia would sell in CNY, 

however, to avoid accumulating CNY of no use to them 

unless everyone else makes the same shift. 

Russia-India INR trade: Floated trade between Russia and 

India to avoid USD will also be priced in USD and 

transacted in INR. A bank account will be opened in India 

for Russia, and as Russian commodities (and weapons) 

arrive in India, INR will be credited to it: as Russia buys 

goods from India, the account will be debited.  

This is de facto bilateral barter, technically in INR, and leaves 

Russia with either the need to buy more than it needs from 

India, or to accumulate INR claims it cannot usefully 

transfer elsewhere. 

Europe-Russia RUB trade: Russia demanded to be paid in 

RUB for its gas, and perhaps all commodities, and Europe 

refused to do so. Yet a face-saving solution was found. 

Europe still pays for Russian gas in EUR or USD, but Russia 

insists on Gazprombank selling them for RUB to a Russian 

entity before both are then remitted back to Russia.  

Meanwhile, Europe appears intent on - slowly - decoupling 

from Russian energy completely.  

It should be clear that a BW3 anchor FX/clearing currency 

would have to be found.  

Even though China is huge commodity importer, not 

exporter, which runs counter to the whole BW3 concept, 

CNY is the obvious candidate as a BW3 anchor: only China 

has the economic scale.  

As already shown, CNY does not meet the criteria to be a 

global reserve currency because of its closed capital 

account and trade surpluses. However, for the BW3 

commodity producers that China runs a deficit with, CNY 

may be able to play a larger role. (Figure 8.) 

Figure 8: China is the BW3 huge commodity IMPORTER 

 
Source: UNCTAD 

Yet because CNY is still not going to be a true global 

alternative to USD for structural reasons, there are still rigid 

limits on how much bilateral China-BW3 trade we might 

actually see shift, as we shall now show. 

Figure 9: The name of the game 

 
Source: Getty Images 
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WBW3WW 5: trade data 

The numbers don’t add up for BW3 and CNY – at least 

not as a global game-changer. 

Figure 10: Total global trade value by key country 

 
Source: UNCTAD 

Total global exports and imports were $38trn in 2019 

(Figure 10) to remove Covid/post-Covid distortions. The US 

accounted for $4.2trn; Canada, the UK, Australia, and Japan 

--all 5-Eyes geopolitical allies, or under the US defence 

umbrella-- $4.0trn; the Eurozone $5.2trn internally and 

another $4.0trn externally; China $4.6trn; and the rest of the 

world $16.2trn, most of it in USD. (NB the data are only 

available in USD!)  

In summary, China accounted for 12% of global trade vs. just 

2.6% of central bank reserves at end of 2021 (Figure 11). On 

the surface, that appears a very bullish argument for the 

currency, BW3 or not – and BW3 argues it will rise. 

Figure 11: Hardly a reserve FX as of Q4 2021 

 
Source: IMF 

However, we need to dive into that $4.6trn/12% data to 

show why CNY is not doing better, and likely won’t do 

much better even under a proposed BW3.  

(Figure 12 shows China’s trade breakdown by region and 

separates Russia from the continent of Europe for obvious 

reasons.) 

 

Figure 12: China’s trade by bilateral counterparty 

 
Source: UNCTAD 

First, China’s trade with Hong Kong ($561bn) is counted as 

external. We colour it red to show it is part of the national 

economy. China could switch that to CNY but would 

undermine the role of Hong Kong and the HKD’s USD peg. 

Then we have Russia ($111bn); the Middle East ($263bn); 

Africa ($208bn); Asia excluding Japan, India, and South 

Korea ($728bn); and Latin America ($315bn) adding a 

further total of $1.6trn. All are shown in shades of orange to 

indicate they are open to doing trade in CNY.  

However, more than half of total trade ex. Hong Kong is 

with North America, Europe, Oceania, or parts of Asia that 

for geopolitical reasons will not trade in CNY. Moreover, 

China’s trade patterns (Figure 13) show how much it relies 

on surpluses with North America and Europe: the risk is that 

the more China backs BW3, the less the West trades with it, 

undermining its total trade surplus. 

In short, China’s maximum CNY global trade share is 

4.3% vs. its current 2.6% share of CNY reserves globally. 

The primary targets for a major USD > CNY switch are in 

Asia ex. Japan , India, and South Korea (Figure 13). 

However, ‘orange’ countries might only shift some trade to 

CNY, not all of it: the trade logic says that will be the case. 
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Figure 14: China-Asia* bilateral trade by product category 

 
Source: UNCTAD *NB Asia excluding Japan, India, and South Korea 

China imported $211bn of goods from Asia* in 2019, 

half primary goods/resources, where we presume it could be 

the BW3 anchor, half manufactures (Figure 14). It exported 

$517bn of low, medium, and high-tech items as part of 

electronics supply chains.  

This left a large trade surplus for China. If bilateral trade 

was all in CNY, Asia* would need Chinese FDI or loans to 

cover its trade deficit, with no means of net earning CNY.  

Moreover, many of the electronics goods it imported from 

China are re-exported to Western markets, earning USD.  

As such, the maximum Asian* countries would want to shift 

to CNY would equal their China exports, as an offset to 

their imports from China (the red area in Figure 14). So, the 

total shift in trade is not imports and exports ($728bn), but 

Asia’s* exports to China ($211bn) doubled, which is $422bn. 

Figure 15: The more likely shift to CNY within BW3 

 
Source: UNCTAD 

Yet the number is likely even lower given the complexity of 

managing balanced CNY trade in so many categories of 

products. We could perhaps see the total of Asia’s* 

commodity exports to China shift to CNY, so only $120bn. 

As such, total CNY trade might only be $240bn from a total 

of $728bn. And presumably those commodities would still 

be priced in USD – at least until the Middle East, from which 

Asia* buys energy, changes its currency peg. 

Similarly, China’s trade with the Middle East saw it import 

$146bn of mainly primary goods/resources, while exporting 

$116bn of a broad range of goods (Figure 16). 

Figure 16: China-Mid East bilateral trade by product category 

 
Source: UNCTAD 

China obviously wants to buy all its commodities in CNY. 

However, as already noted, the Middle East, with currencies 

mainly pegged to USD, would only consider switching trade 

to CNY to the total of their import bill from China, which is 

less than that total.  

In short, $116bn of Middle East commodity sales could shift 

to CNY and be doubled with $116bn of CNY flowing back 

in the other direction for consumer goods. That is the 

maximum CNY shift unless China sells a lot more to the 

region, which would arguably need to be military 

equipment. The geopolitical risks there should be clear!  

If oil and gas are still priced in USD, this would be de facto 

barter or countertrade avoiding USD more than real trade 

in CNY. 

Looking at Latin America (Figure 17), the region exported 

$149bn of commodities to China, and China sold it $151bn 

of goods of all kinds. Here we see a genuine argument for 

more CNY trade compared to the total bilateral trade being 

done. 

Figure 17: China-LatAm bilateral trade by product category 

 
Source: UNCTAD 
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The picture is similar for Africa (Figure 18), where total 

exports to China were $95bn, of which $85bn were 

commodities, while China sold $113bn of goods to it.  

Figure 18: China-Africa bilateral trade by product category 

 
Source: UNCTAD 

We should also add Russia (Figure 19), where Chinese 

exported $53bn and imported $57bn, with Russia running a 

slight trade surplus. For obvious geopolitical reasons, Russia 

is rapidly embracing CNY – but major Chinese firms from 

SOEs to Huawei are still wary of US and EU sanctions so far. 

Figure 19: China-Russia bilateral trade by product category 

 
Source: UNCTAD 

Using this methodological approach for each 

region/economy China trades with, we can summarise 

the total global CNY shift we expect to see (Figure 20).  

 The total theoretical CNY shift is if all trade moves to it 

under BW3. However, only some countries would and not 

all countries will do all trade in it: grey areas indicate 

where they will not. 

 The major CNY shift (in light orange) is if all potential 

pro-BW3 countries maximize their CNY trade at the level 

of their total imports or exports, whichever is lower. 

 The likely CNY shift assumes a lower move to CNY with 

an assumed coefficient driven by geopolitics.  

In Russia’s case we assume it is 0.8 (i.e., 80% of maximum 

shifts to CNY). For the Middle East, we assume 0.25 because 

of USD pegs; for Africa, 0.30 given geopolitical competition 

for its commodity exports from Europe, Japan, the US, and 

India; and for Asia* and Latin America 0.25 because of 

economic competition and/or ties to Japan or the US.  

Figure 20: China’s possible FX shifts 

 
Source: UNCTAD, RaboResearch 

The results are hardly a paradigmatic shift away from USD: 

The major CNY trade shift is worth $1,254bn, equal to 

3.3% of global trade vs. a current CNY global reserve 

equal to 2.6% of the global total. As such, CNY holdings 

would rise by around a third in Africa, Latin America, the 

Middle East, and Russia – but nowhere else. (Figure 21.) 

The likely CNY trade shift is worth $381bn, equal to 1% 

of global trade. That is lower than the current holdings of 

CNY reserves: while some economies would add more, 

Western economies may hold less. (Figure 21.) 

In terms of FX trading, the major shift is only worth $4.8bn 

per working day, a drop in the ocean for the $6.6trn global 

FX markets, and much of that would be offset trading, not 

selling USD for CNY. In the more likely case, it is only 

$1.5bn a day, which would hardly be noticed. 

In short, BW3 is not looking like a global alternative to USD 

– just a cluster of Chinese hub-and-spokes offset/barter 

trades trying to avoid USD as middleman. 

Figure 21: Not much case for reserving more CNY? 

 
Source: RaboResearch 
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WBW3WW 6: geoeconomics 

BW3’s prospects would be boosted if CNY was adopted 

by third parties globally: yet we have already explained 

why this is structurally very hard to achieve.  

Two countries that both run trade surpluses with China, 

e.g., Brazil and Russia, could decide to use CNY to settle 

some bilateral trade. However, given CNY would remain 

structurally locked out of the USD’s broader global role, this 

could arguably best occur within the specific industries that 

earn CNY: how much intra-commodity industry Brazil–

Russia trade do we see? Not much at all.  

This is economic geography at work – and against BW3.  

Global trade-flows mean even if more commodity 

producers were on board with BW3 it would count for little 

because BW3 does not replicate the structure of 

commodity producers, goods manufacturers, and final 

consumer markets - which are mainly in the West. 

BW3 commodity producers cannot trade more with each 

other as they don’t need each other’s commodities, don’t 

produce consumer goods, or don’t demand consumer 

goods. They trade with industrialised economies, like China 

or the West, who use commodities to make goods, and 

consume them, and export them (from China to the West).  

Commodity producers can try to force the West to take 

their currency, like Russia, via economic coercion. Yet 

countries running large trade surpluses don’t allow others 

to earn that currency to pay in it!  

Moreover, the West can walk away – as it is pledging to do 

from Russian energy. Unless every commodity producer 

backs BW3, there are alternatives - and/or technological 

innovation to reduce commodity intensity. And, to reiterate, 

if all key commodity producers walked away from the West, 

they would lose those markets for their commodities. 

The only way BW3 could avoid this problem would be if 

the global economy fragments into multiple value 

chains. The West still has key resources, technology, allies, 

a strong military, and could even onshore production if 

needed: could BW3 commodity producers (and China as 

importer) replicate or sustain value chains without Western 

technology and Western end consumers? Looking back, 

some BW3 countries tried that during the last Cold War – 

and import substitution did not work well for them (Figure 

22).  

Moreover, look at the terrible demography in Russia and 

China, and their structural economic problems. Could either 

afford to walk away into a more isolated, combative 

realpolitik BW3?  

It seems highly unlikely Russian autarchy work this time 

given repeated failures over the course of history. How long 

until it can replace its foreign-built capital stock, foreign-

designed cars, trucks, and planes, or high-tech goods?  

China could fill that BW3 technology gap: yet if so, it 

would lose Western markets. We would see geopolitical 

fragmentation – not horizontally, as BW3 commodity 

producers replace the West, but with parallel value chains 

from commodity producers to China and the West.  

Yet look back at Figure 13 and imagine what the loss of a 

net $430bn in EUR and USD net trade inflows would do for 

China’s economic and FX stability. That is more than China 

can hope to offset with lower use of USD under BW3.  

And what would decoupling mean for its commodity 

demand, which is where it is supposed to be the BW3 

anchor? And let’s not forget China already has economic 

problems that call into question how long it will remain a 

giant commodity consumer (i.e., iron ore). 

Figure 22: Déjà-vu? 

 
Source: Time Magazine, 1950 

Mapping out the problem 

To make these economic-geography points in another way, 

we created 3-D BW3 trade maps (Figures 23, 24) that show 

intra-BW3 trade by region, excluding India, Japan, and 

South Korea and China; and with China and the US. 

The conclusion should be immediately obvious: intra-BW3 

trade excluding China is only a fraction of that between 

each of those regions and China,… or with North America – 

which can be seen is still a hugely important trade partner 

for most of them.  

In short, CNY will not be adopted by third parties either 

within BW3 or outside it. 
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Figure 23:  Intra-regional trade, $bn, in 2019: there is little intra-‘BW3’ trade 

 

Source:  UNCTAD, RaboResearch *South Asia excludes India 

Figure 24: Intra-regional trade, $bn, in 2019, plus China and North America: see the difference? 

 

Source: UNCTAD, RaboResearch *South Asia excludes India 
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WBW3WW: conclusion 

Alongside dramatic world events ‘Bretton Woods 3’ has 

an appealing market narrative. Indeed, we agree with a 

lot of its core arguments, depressing as they are. 

However, it is not new. It is old. And in not looking back 

enough, it fails to look forward sufficiently. 

To argue that we are going to see shifts to Cold War and 

global Great Power struggles, and a world in which 

commodities, logistics, and the military all play key roles 

alongside finance and currency, and with a geopolitical 

need to run large trade surpluses, is to argue for an ancient 

economic philosophy: mercantilism. 

Modern economists may have forgotten the true meaning 

of that term, but it reigned as long as commodity 

currencies did – and it implies a highly realpolitik global 

environment. To be fair, BW3 implies the same without 

naming it directly. 

Yet is that backdrop negative for USD and positive for BW3? 

No. 

A mercantilist realpolitik environment is one in which the 

requisite set of resources and diverse sources of power, 

after some policy shifts(!), still rest more with the US and its 

allies and their military, soft power, and financial power, 

than with a cluster of commodity-producing states (and 

one commodity importer).  

That is especially true if that cluster want to create a parallel 

economic and financial structure from disparate net 

exporter polities, who do not trade horizontally together to 

any great degree, and while also still exporting to the rival 

West! 

As such, BW3 will not work, and USD will retain its 

leading global role – albeit perhaps with more sticks and 

fewer carrots. 

If we were to see fewer USD circulating internationally via 

trade, servicing Eurodollar debt will just get harder – and 

that will keep a structural bid behind USD. By contrast, 

borrowing in CNY will still be unattractive for almost every 

economy given China’s persistent trade surpluses and 

capital controls. 

As such, on BW3 all we will see at best, is a marginal 

increase in the ‘offsetting’ use of CNY ahead – and more 

rapid global decoupling, likely to its ultimate detriment. 
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such impartiality. 

This document is for information purposes only and is not, and should not be construed as, an offer or a commitment by RL or any of its affiliates to 

enter into a transaction.  This document does not constitute investment advice and nor is any information provided intended to offer sufficient 

information such that is should be relied upon for the purposes of making a decision in relation to whether to acquire any financial products.  The 

information and opinions contained in this document have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or 

warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. 

The information contained in this document is not to be relied upon by the recipient as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of 

judgement by any recipient.  Any opinions, forecasts or estimates herein constitute a judgement of RL as at the date of this document, and there can be 

no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates.  All opinions expressed in this document are 

subject to change without notice.   

To the extent permitted by law, neither RL, nor other legal entities in the group to which it belongs accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or 

consequential loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. 

Insofar as permitted by applicable laws and regulations, RL or other legal entities in the group to which it belongs, their directors, officers and/or 

employees may have had or have a long or short position or act as a market maker and may have traded or acted as principal in the securities described 

within this document (or related investments) or may otherwise have conflicting interests.  This may include hedging transactions carried out by RL or 

other legal entities in the group, and such hedging transactions may affect the value and/or liquidity of the securities described in this document.  

Further it may have or have had a relationship with or may provide or have provided corporate finance or other services to companies whose securities 

(or related investments) are described in this document.  Further, internal and external publications may have been issued prior to this publication where 

strategies may conflict according to market conditions at the time of each publication. 

This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, except with the prior written consent of RL.  By 

accepting this document you agree to be bound by the foregoing restrictions. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted 

by law and recipients of this document should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions.  

A summary of the methodology can be found on our website 
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